Report Number: 2019-1263

Incident: Attempted Burglary

Location: 1300-1400 block of West Beecher Road, Yorkville IL

Township: Bristol

Date, Time Occurred: 05-02-19 2341 hours

Date, Time Assigned: same

Synopsis:

Sheriff's Deputies responded to the 1300-1400 block of West Beecher Road for the report of a burglary in progress. During the investigation it was learned that an unknown subject had entered a pole barn building on the property and possibly removed some items without consent. No suspects have been identified at this time.

Reporting Deputy: C. Kailus KE226

Supervisor: Disseminated on:

The Sheriff's Office would like to remind the public that all persons are presumed innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.

For additional press inquiries, please contact pio@co.kendall.il.us

Ready to Protect, Proud to Serve
Report Number: 2019-1251

Incident: Property Damage Accident/Leaving the scene

Location: Creek Rd. and Frazier Rd.

Township: Little Rock

Date, Time Occurred: 05-01-19 2352hrs

Date, Time Assigned: Same

Synopsis:

On 05-01-19 at approximately 2352hrs Sheriff Deputies responded to the area of Creek Rd. and Frazier Rd. for a single vehicle accident. Deputies are currently investigating this incident.

Reporting Deputy: Riffell #110

Supervisor: Disseminated on:

The Sheriff's Office would like to remind the public that all persons are presumed innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.

For additional press inquiries, please contact pio@co.kendall.il.us
Report Number: 2019-1262

Incident: warrant arrest

Location: 2200 block of Covington Lane Plainfield

Township: Na-Au-Say

Date, Time Occurred: 05/02/19 1555 hours

Date, Time Assigned: same

Synopsis:

On 05-02-19 at approximately 1555 hours, Sheriff’s Police arrested 41 year old Bridgette North of the 2000 block of Covington Lane, Plainfield on a Kendall County warrant, for the offense of violation of order protection, with bond amount of $5,000 with 10 percent to apply. North also was arrested on a no bond Will County warrant, for the offense of failure to appear, DUI-drugs. North was taken into custody without incident.

Reporting Deputy: PAUL 457

Supervisor: LEIS Disseminated on:

The Sheriff's Office would like to remind the public that all persons are presumed innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.

For additional press inquiries, please contact pio@co.kendall.il.us

Ready to Protect, Proud to Serve
Report Number: 2019-1252
Incident: Personal injury accident
Location: Plainfield Road @ Schlapp Road
Township: Oswego
Date, Time Occurred: May 2nd 2019 @ 0713
Date, Time Assigned: same

Synopsis:
Sheriff's Police responded to a personal injury accident at Plainfield Rd @ Schlapp Road in Oswego Township. 28 year old Michael Ray of Montgomery was traveling S/B Plainfield Road, and entered the N/B lane of Plainfield Road after reportedly making an evasive maneuver to avoid striking the vehicle which was traveling in front of him. Ray then struck a vehicle in the N/B lane operated by 25 year old Taylor Kachinsky of Frankfort. Kachinsky was transported to Rush Copley Hospital in Aurora for reported minor injures. Ray was cited for following too closely.

Reporting Deputy: F. PAVLIK #57
Supervisor: MANMYE Disseminated on: 

The Sheriff's Office would like to remind the public that all persons are presumed innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
For additional press inquiries, please contact pio@co.kendall.il.us